VIGESIMO TEST DE INGLES:
ONWARD AND UPWARD.

1- I was really disappointed when she let me _____ after all her promises.
2- Last week all the cars were held _____ by the police because of a search.
3- The plane will take _____ in five minutes.
4- My children keep answering _____ every time I tell them to do something!
5- Whenever the postman opened the gate, the vicious dog turned _____ him.
6- I didn’t remember her number and had to look it _____ in the phone book.
7- The patient was slowly coming _____ after the operation.
8- These exercises are really difficult, I can’t make _____ how to fill in all those gaps!
9- Granny needn’t try _____ this coat, it’s far too long for her.
10- You wouldn’t believe the kind of noise one has to put _____ near an airport.
11- I couldn’t live _____ my trustworthy assistant.
12- Dave’s lived here _____ 1998.
13- The kids are _____ to school, and my wife’s out shopping.
14- We’re going _____ the cinema – would you like to join us?
15- The article was _____ the farmers of Mexico.

Respuestas:
1- down  2-up  3-off   4-back
5-on   6-up  7-to   8-out
9-on   10-up with  11-without 12-since
13-at   14-to   15-about